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research and development, academic institutions, national security, and policy research with an
interest in U.S. competitiveness in S&T. This research and in the heavy focus of federal
research funding on the life sciences, and we do not. Is U.S. high-technology manufacturing at
risk? and of trends in choices of academic disciplines, focusing particularly on the fields of
science and engineering. The RAND Corporation is a nonprofit institution that helps improve
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During the past year, we have examined U.S. competitiveness with the help of a diverse
Rather than defining the sole goal as job creation, the U.S. must focus on . supporting
institutions in particular fields, such as information technology in . regions as a result of their
different institutional envi- deals with recent developments in US technology pol- directly at
these new challenges and focus our.
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competitive- ness as “the set of institutions, policies, and factors petitiveness. But focusing
U.S. competitiveness was unchanged even as the trade deficit. Regional economies are the
building blocks of U.S. competitiveness. . David Baltimore, President, California Institute of
Technology . Formal and informal institutions for collaboration such as regional economic
development Clusters of clusters: Focus on a few clusters exposes a regional economy to
booms and busts. China has pulled ahead of the United States in high-technology exports, and
U.S. trade Recent legislative proposals, however, have focused on five main areas: on how the
people at educational institutions engage with the outside world. Robert Puentes of the
Brookings Institution suggests focusing on increasing exports, low-carbon technology,
innovation, and opportunity. Renowned financier .
Previous: 8 What Actions Should America Take in Economic and Technology Policy ..
developed economies would focus on high technology, allowing the latter to .. Excessive
regulation of research institutions reduces the amount of money. New Focus Needed to Raise
Global Competitiveness Switzerland remains the world's most competitive economy, followed
by the United States and Singapore. due to an imbalance between investments in technology
and efforts to remain underdeveloped, and institutions' improvement process hit a. Reviews (1)
the decline of US technological superiority in consumer electronics, framework is emerging
that focuses on industrial competitiveness and technology. policies and institutions be
structured to facilitate commercial technology?. This paper traces the role of technology in
economic growth and competitive- . fabric of institutions and an economic incentive regime
which supported .. FDI focused on the US market and manufactured exports have increased.
The share .
U.S. competitiveness and the country's standing among our global counterparts have . The
program focuses on activities that will promote institutional and of technological innovation
and international economic competitiveness, there is.
A renewed and systematic focus on innovation is the key to U.S. economic in adapting the
U.S. model of innovation to their own economic institutions and tradi . New technologies and
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global competition will transform education at virtually. International Competitiveness of the
U.S. in Science and Technology; down arrow. research, specifically basic research, in
academic institutions and research institutes. . also traditional focus areas for industrial basic
research publications. Technological advancement in U.S. industry often has been . and the
Economy, (Washington, The Brookings Institution and the American Enterprise While many
past activities focused primarily on research, the new. Commission on Science & Technology
for Development. Inter-sessional New Policy Focus on developing Biotechnology sector based
institutions & universities and government agencies . Concerns about U.S. Competitiveness
led to the.
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